
Appendix No 1:   Understanding  the phonomenon of hate speech. 

1. A comment  in the Facebook forum put as a “joke” : Mum, what is tolerance, asks little 
Ahmed.  Mum answers – this is when a white man works seven days a week, and we can go 
to his country and benefit from  “social security”.  But, mum, don’t they get mad about it, 
asks little Ahmed. They do, son, they do a lot and this is called racism  .”

 Who is the victim of hate speech In this example? What impact on the victims does the
hate speech have? 

 What  consequences  can  this  example  of  hate  speech  have  for  people  who  identify
themselves with the groups sharing similar opinions and for the whole society? 

2. Photos on the social  network placed by a young man visiting the extermination camp in
Majdanek. In the first photo one can see a man perfoming the Nazi salute, his right arm
extended in the air with a straightened hand. In the second photo the same man is pointing
at the barracks with his thumb extended upward in approval. 

 Who is the victim of hate speech In this example? What impact on the victims does the
hate speech have? 

 What  consequences  can  this  example  of  hate  speech  have  for  people  who  identify
themselves with the groups sharing similar opinions and for the whole society? 

 
3. A videoclip by a raper whose nickname is Sobota was put on one of the music portals.  Below 

the clip there appeared  posts concening the raper’s wife who is black:  “How is your ape, 
Sobota?”  and a meme showing the raper’s family photo, where an ape was put in place of 
his wife.

 Who is the victim of hate speech In this example? What impact on the victims does
the hate speech have? 

 What consequences can this example of hate speech have for people who identify
themselves with the groups sharing similar opinions and for the whole society? 
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4. A post appeared on the student portal “I’m living in this f…ing Lublin and I’m telling you, 
atmosphere is awful here, everywhere this ukrainian corny shit, at univerisities, supermarket 
tills, pubs, working as service staff or pissing their money up the wall (yeah, they get 
scholarships from our State).  F***  Ukrainians, they are our enemies not brothers!!! You 
remember special Wehrmacht troops made of Ukrainians, famous for particular cruelty, by 
the way the same applies to Lithuanian troops… I give a beer to make people see that jerk 
and f*** him on the street  or let ten people beat him , if you don’t dare alone, no one will 
get offended.  

 Who is the victim of hate speech In this example? What impact on the victims does
the hate speech have? 

 What consequences can this example of hate speech have for people who identify
themselves with the groups sharing similar opinions and for the whole society? 

5. A post which appeared below the article about  gunfire of a mosque on www.euroislam.pl  : 

“away with muslims. . those who are writing  that islam is religion of peace don’t know what they are
saying. It is a religion of peace only from its name, it seems. When muslims come to us and they will 
rule and change your cities and islam villages you will speak differently.  When ISIS drops in then it 
will be something. Poland for Poles -  painful truth, but it’s the only solution. They don’t come to EU 
to study the language, earn normally, only they choose countries like GB where they get everything 
free. So they aren’t learning, aren’t working, what for?  So those who write that muslims are okey, 
they should think what they miss in europeans if they want the other ones. Maybe that europeans 
treat women as equals?”

 Who is the victim of hate speech In this example? What impact on the victims does
the hate speech have? 

 What consequences can this example of hate speech have for people who identify
themselves with the groups sharing similar opinions and for the whole society? 
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